
Celebrity News: Jada Pinkett
Smith and Will Smith’s Public
Split  Discussion  Was  ‘Best
Move’ for Them

By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith
are content after speaking their truth and discussing their
past breakup in public after August Alsina‘s affair claims.
According to UsMagazine.com, They are a very vulnerable and
open pair, and they felt opening up about the situation is the
best move for their family. The celebrity couple opened up
about their past split during the Friday, July 10, episode of
her  Facebook  Watch  series,  Red  Table  Talk,  after  Alsina,
claimed that he had a years-long affair with Pinkett Smith.
The couple discussed the her brief “entanglement” with the
singer, noting it happened when she and Will were separated.

In  celebrity  news,  Jada  and  Will
felt  going  public  with  their
marital woes was the best move for
them,  as  an  open  and  vulnerable
pair. What are some ways being open
with your friends and family about
your  relationship  can  make  you
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stronger as a couple?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Relationships are bound to go through their ups and downs and
not every couple feels comfortable letting the people around
them know when they’re going through a a difficult time. If
you’re looking for reasons to be open with you’re friends and
family about your relationship, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. You aren’t hiding: Hiding things about your relationship
from your friends and family is a full-time job. Knowing that
everything is on the table about your relationship will have
you both feeling free and open.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Find Out How Cardi B &
Offset Make Their Relationship Work

2. You may receive help: If you’re going through a rough patch
with your partner and you let your friends and family know,
they may be able to offer help and advice. Which can result in
the rough patch ending a lot sooner.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kim Kardashian & Kanye
West Are on ‘Different Pages’ Amid Quarantine

3. You can move on: Once the closest people in your life know
when you and you’re partner is going through a hard time, and
it’s over, you both can quickly move on from that. You won’t
spend  extra  time  dwelling  on  the  situation  because  your
friends and family will be caught up to speed.

What are some other ways being open with your friends and
family about your relationship can make you stronger as a
couple? Start a conversation in the comments below! 
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